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Stalwart as ever, 16-year-old Mochizuki Touya heads off to the far eastern land of Eashen with his

party in tow. For what purpose? The Matriarch of the Fairy Clan wishes to delve into some ancient

ruins, of course! But it's never quite that simple for Touya and his friends, oh no. The party is thrust

into the midst of a clash between the warlords Takeda Schingen and Tokugawa Ieyahsu, while a

nefarious necromancer makes his move in the shadows...
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While this series does have its flaws, most notably the overpowered nature of Touya, this series

continues to be charming. I knew when I started with this series I wasn't expecting anything

revolutionary but I'm still surprised by how much I genuinely enjoy this series. I take that back, I love

this series. The characters are the main driving force behind this anime and while they do suffer

from cliches, I still like them all the same. This novel also finally tackles the issues of the feelings the

girls have for Touya as well as making the dense Touya question his own feelings towards them.

We also finally get a brief glance into the threat of the Phase that has been shown and hinted at in



previous novels. While tension and the strength of Touya is still a problem, it doesn't take anything

away from the story for me as I'm reading for the characters not necessarily for the fights, though

the way Touya deals with his enemies is pretty entertaining. Overall, this has to be my favorite

volume so far and I'm eagerly awaiting the next volume.

Fantastic job on the development of the story and characters as always. I enjoy the amount the

character were able to interact with each out in this book while still having action. Thank God the

main character figure out the girls like him, even if they basically had to bash the news over his

head in the process(literally in two cases). Can't wait to see what's in store for them in the future.

Problems are solved too quickly and easily. It's funny at the right moments but nothing gets

development. The foreshadowing is getting better but again there's no lives on the line or his smart

phone getting stolen or anything. But it's still a good series.

I enjoy this series a good bit but at times it's hard to find an overall connecting narrative. Hopefully in

future volumes more of the plot will be revealed, although I do enjoy the short stories alot

An enjoyable book that full of a simple storyline and a lot of innuendo, and a main character that is

just way over powered.

This is truly light novel, because it is very light.It has its own charm, and i found myself reread the

series for light reading.

When you are blessed by god.... A fun easy read,for when you want to take it easy. Just enjoy it.

Good series. It still have some of the laughs the earlier books had, but across the series the author

has moved from showing to a ton of telling. The later half of the previous book and most of this one

has started to feel more like a summary of events rather than an actual story. That coupled with the

fact that like most harem stories the characters go from interesting to just another harem girl cutout

really isn't helping matters.
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